
 
IMMIGRATION WORK DESCRIPTION(S) 

 

 
PRICES FROM: 

FIXED FEE 
SCHEDULE* 

TIER 2, 4, & 5 POINT BASED SYSTEM APPLICATION 
Our fees for making a point-based system application will include 
consultations, taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, 
drafting statements, providing a tailored made list of documents specific 
to your case to support the application, assessing each document to 
ensure maximum chance of success, making the application, booking an 
appointment at the visa centre, full preparation of the application pack. 
The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office refuse your 
application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 

 
£1250 - £3500 

 

Tier 2 (Employer Sponsor License Application) 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

£950 - £1650 

ASYLUM APPLICATIONS 
Our fees for making an asylum application will include consultations, 
taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting 
statements, advising on the list of documents required to support the 
application, assessment of documents, booking an appointment, full 
preparation of the application pack. The cost quoted does not include 
where the Home Office refuse your application, advice and assistance in 
relation to any appeal. 
 

 
£1200 - £2500 

SETTLEMENT APPLICATIONS FOR ADULT DEPENDENT RELATIVES 
Our fees for making a settlement application will include consultations, 
taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting 
statements, providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your 
case to support the application, assessing each document to ensure 
maximum chance of success, making the application, booking an 
appointment at the visa centre, full preparation of the application pack. 
The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office refuse your 
application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 

 
£1850 

SPOUSE / STUDENT / VISIT VISA ENTRY CLEARANCE APPLICATION 
Our fees for making an entry clearance application will include 
consultations, taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, 
drafting statements, providing a tailored made list of documents specific 
to your case to support the application, assessing each document to 
ensure maximum chance of success, making the application, booking an 
appointment at the visa centre, full preparation of the application pack. 
The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office refuse your 
application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 

 
£750 - £950 

  

DISCRETIONARY LEAVE TO REMAIN 
Our fees for making an application will include consultations, taking 
detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting statements, 
providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your case to 
support the application, assessing each document to ensure maximum 

           
           
         £850 



chance of success, making the application, full preparation of the 
application pack. The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office 
refuse your application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 

RE CONSIDERATION APPLICATION TO HOME OFFICE 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

          £750 
 

EXTENSION OF LEAVE APPLICATIONS 
Our fees for making an application will include consultations, taking 
detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting statements, 
providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your case to 
support the application, assessing each document to ensure maximum 
chance of success, making the application, full preparation of the 
application pack. The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office 
refuse your application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 

           
           £850 

 SETTLEMENT APPLICATIONS MADE WITHIN UK 
Our fees for making an application will include consultations, taking 
detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting statements, 
providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your case to 
support the application, assessing each document to ensure maximum 
chance of success, making the application, full preparation of the 
application pack. The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office 
refuse your application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 

 
£750 

 

EU APPLICATION 
EEA Family Permit (Settlement) 
Our fees for making a settlement application will include consultations, 
taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting 
statements, providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your 
case to support the application, assessing each document to ensure 
maximum chance of success, making the application, booking an 
appointment at the visa centre, full preparation of the application pack. 
The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office refuse your 
application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal. 
 
Certificate of Registration 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 
Residence Card 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

 
£750 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£295 
 
 

£495 
 

FURTHER LEAVE TO REMAIN APPLICATIONS – PRIVATE LIFE/ 
REGULARISATION OF STAY (OVERSTAYERS) 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

 
£950 -£1200 

LONG RESIDENCE 20 YEAR ROUTE 
Consultation, taking detailed instructions, consideration of documents, 
drafting statements, providing a tailored made list of documents specific 
to your case to support the application, assessing each document to 
ensure maximum chance of success, making the application, full 

£1850 



preparation of the application pack. The cost quoted does not include 
where the Home Office refuse your application, advice and assistance in 
relation to any appeal. 
 

LONG RESIDENCE 10 YEARS (CONTINUOUS LEGAL RESIDENCE) 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

£950 

 
RIGHT OF ABODE (ROA) AND APPLYING FOR A CERTIFICATE OF 
ENTITLEMENT 
Our fees for making an application will include consultations, taking 
detailed instructions, consideration of documents, drafting statements, 
providing a tailored made list of documents specific to your case to 
support the application, assessing each document to ensure maximum 
chance of success, making the application, full preparation of the 
application pack. The cost quoted does not include where the Home Office 
refuse your application, advice and assistance in relation to any appeal 
 

 
£1250 - £3500 

TEMPORARY ADMISSION/CIO BAIL 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 
APPLICATION FOR BAIL AT THE TRIBUNAL (INC ADVOCACY) 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

£500 
 
 

£850 - £1200 

IAC APPEALS WITHIN UK 
Consultation, lodging and preparation of case 
 

£1200 

BRITISH CITZENSHIP + PASSPORT APPLICATION 
Consultation, Preparation and lodging Application 
 

 
£750 

SPONSORSHIP  
 

            £50 

CHANGE OF NAME BY DEED POLL £75 

 
* The fixed fee prices are approximate guidelines and are dependent upon the complexities of your 
case and may vary significantly.  
 
All the prices listed exclude VAT (where applicable) 
 
 
Clients should be aware that these prices do not include any fees due to the Home Office, British 
Embassy (Visa fees and any Premium Service supplements), Immigration Health Surcharge, Barrister 
fees, Expert report fees, interpreting and/or translation of documents, costs for psychiatrists, doctors 
or other professional report(s) that may be needed as evidence, Court fees Housing Reports for 
Immigration purposes, DNA tests where appropriate and any other disbursements. 
 
We will normally require a payment on account upon instruction where we are able to offer a fixed 
fee unless otherwise agreed in writing. 
 
Any additional work to be carried out not forming part of the initial instruction shall be charged on 
hourly basis at the applicable rate for the fee earner. 



 
You will be informed in advance, and your consent will be obtained in writing prior to exceeding the 
above charges. 
 
A supplement of £175 + VAT may apply for each additional dependant / multiple applicant. 
 
We cannot predict how long the Home Office / Visa Centre will take to process your application. 
Please refer to the current processing times on the Home Office Website. 
 
 

 


